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Many people have driven along the 19A and passed by signs for Rosewall Creek
Provinical Park and not realized that there is quite a nice hike to be done along the
river.
We had 11 hikers for the Thanksgiving week-end walk. It was an overcast day and
the river was in full flood from the previous day's rain. Early in the walk, we reached
a spot where the river had flooded over the trail and 3 of us took our shoes off to
wade across.
The moss and ferns in the rain forest looked rejuvenated by the early autumn rains.
The maples had lost most of their leaves, but the slugs and mushrooms were out.
But it was mostly about camaraderie and seeing the river and falls in full flood. It
was a shortish walk, punctuated by a small obstacle course towards the falls to get
better views.
We were all back in town by 2:00pm, in time for Sunday occasions.
photos to follow

A little bit chalange while
crossing the creek

[Lubosh Kloucek photo]

[Lubosh Kloucek photo]

Forest view
[Glenn Ord photo]

beautiful waterfall
[Lubosh Kloucek photo]
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Quick! take a photo before the
water disappears.

Nice lighting for photography
today
[Tim Penney photo]

[Glenn Ord photo]

Looking to the top of the
falls
[Tim Penney photo]

Rough trail as we
climbed up beside the
falls
[Tim Penney photo]

Looking back down to where
Glenn was standing in the
picture above

Technology on the go
[Glenn Ord photo]

[Tim Penney photo]

Report contributors: Chris C, Lubosh K, Glenn O, Tim P, Petra S,
Participant list (11 of 11): Chris C, Jim G, Susan H,
Joe L, Glenn O, Sheila O, Tim P, Liam S, Petra S,
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